Straight from London
By London Lyric

Hello to all of my LOA brothers and sisters,
My name is London Lyric. I am a Philosopher, Visionary,
Motivational Speaker, Author and Entrepreneur. Only a little
over a year ago I was homeless, broke and depressed dealing
with the loss of my 2 beautiful children and their Mother who
past away in a fire. I remember giving up hope and found
myself escaping the nightmare through a Vodka bottle to numb
the pain. I remember my fiancée and I sleeping in abandoned
apartment buildings, parks, public bathrooms or wherever we
could get sleep for even 10 minutes. I felt like giving up on life. My fiancée was amazing and stuck in
there with me when she didn’t have to.
Later my Mother let us come and stay with her in her very small extra bedroom, but life was still
horrible. One morning I turned on the TV without even turning the channel and the Ellen show was on
and there was Bob Proctor along with James Assaraf just walking out talking about this new movie
called The Secret. They explained how the Law Of Attraction works, I had never even heard of this
Law but wanted to know more. Well to make a long story short, 2 days after using this amazing Law Of
Attraction I was contacted by a client who needed animation work done for his very popular website.
He had seen a posting of mine on a website months before and contacted me. Before I knew it I had
made close to $80,000.00 in only a few short months.
Everyone wanted to know how I got it to work so fast so I created my CD “The Director’s Chair,” and
sold it on my website at www.LondonLyric.com which is changing peoples lives all around the world
. Now I know this is my calling from God to teach more about this amazing Law for the rest of my life. I
never thought I would be known as homeless to wealthy. As you can see the Law Of Attraction works
=)

“REPROGRAM YOUR MIND”
Since birth we have been told that we have limitations, that we must follow everyone else, we must go
down the same path as everyone else. We are taught to go to school, graduate, go to college, get a
job, work hard, fall in love, get married, retire, get on medication, grow old and wait for death to knock
on our doors.

This is all programming and it is time to reprogram
your mind, like wiping a hard drive of a computer
completely clean of old data and replace it with new

data.
Just like a computer your mind can get a virus and that
virus is negative thoughts. You must put antivirus
software on your minds hard drive and that antivirus
software is your thoughts. When a virus enters your
mind you must filter it out with positive thoughts. The
mind is a very powerful and magnificent tool that can
transform your life into whatever you want it to be. You
can have, be and do anything you want because it is
the Law. The same as the sun must rise and set, the
grass and tree’s must grow, the seasons must change,
and time can not stop. If you jump into the ocean your
going to get wet. These are all the laws of the
Universe.
Your mind is this very brilliant design. Even in the Bible
it teaches how strong the mind is. If you have the faith
of a grain of a mustard seed you can move mountains. You control everything with your thoughts and
feelings. You shape the whole world around you with your thoughts and feelings. You shape your body
and your bank account with your thoughts and feelings. The Universe will give you everything you
want, but you must call out to it and demand it, for it is your birthright.
If someone told you that you had a million dollars sitting in a building would you just let it sit there or
would you go claim your money? You see, you must understand that you already have all that you
want and need. You just have to summon it into your life. Isn’t that the darndest thing? Here you have
been wanting money, great health, new car, new house and it’s been there waiting for you all
alon?WOW!

“SELF HYPNOSIS”

(The Millionaire Game)
Hypnotize yourself, try to remember back when you were a little kid. Remember how great your
imagination was? You need to get that imagination back. You had an extraordinary imagination, but

adult life has limited your thinking. It has tried to corrupt your imagination. You have inherited all of
your thoughts and beliefs from your family. You have let other people program your mind and put their
beliefs in your mind. Wipe all that away right now. You need to trick yourself into believing that you are
wealthy and in perfect health. Trick yourself into believing that you have that brand new house and car.
You have to really and truly believe it with 100 % of your mind and soul. Look through magazines and
pick out what you want, go shopping in your mind, put a shopping mall in your mind. Feel overjoyed
that you are living this amazing fantastic lifestyle and cry tears of joy. Do this every day. It may be a
little hard at first but the more you practice you will get the hang of it and soon you will be a pro and
when you become a pro at this THE MAGIC WILL HAPPEN and you will become a deliberate creator
of your life. You will learn how to take inspired action. Go ahead and play THE MILLIONAIRE GAME.

“INSPIRED ACTION”
What’s the difference between action and inspired action? Inspired action feels effortless, it will feel
like breathing, it feels so natural. We hear people say take action all the time, but action can mean
anything. You can take bad action. A person that goes out and robs a bank is taking action also, but
that’s a negative and destructive action. Inspired action will
feel great, it will feel like you're floating on air. When I first
set out on my journey to start my own business and was
thinking of what kind of business to start I took action in
many different areas, but those actions didn’t feel good.
Yes there was plenty of money to be earned in those fields.
It was hard work and just left me feeling exhausted, but
when I found the Law Of Attraction and found the ways to
make it work fast, people were shocked and amazed. I
then knew this is what I wanted to do, I knew that I wanted
to help the world by teaching more about this amazing
Law. I studied and studied, I guess you can say I went to
Law school but not ----Law, but Universal Law. Without
these amazing Laws of the Universe there would be no
Earth, there would be no Universe. Just like quantum
physics says that you can’t have a Universe without mind
entering into it and that the mind is actually shaping the very thing that is being perceived. Teaching
this for me is inspired action. It feels so good and so effortless like I was born to do this.

So there you have it, REPROGRAM YOUR MIND,
PLAY THE MILLIONARE GAME and take INSPIRED
ACTION and sit back and watch the fireworks happen.
Have fun with this.
May God open up the windows of heaven and pour out massive amounts of blessings upon you all.
Until next time!
London Lyric (MAN OF ACTION)
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